
Hey Chris, 

 

Thank you so much for your donation to sjbes' Mission this past year.  Your thoughtful letter was very 

heart felt.  Though I am not sure I deserve your complimentary recognition for good work.  In my realm 

there is never an end to all that needs to be done, and God has a great way of humiling us...He just 

keeps giving us more to do.  The homeless project that sjbes' did last year is a good example...there's so 

many on the streets and the numbers are increasing at an exponential rate. It breaks my heart.  I truly 

believe that programs like Step 13 and sjbes' have been successful because of their incorporating the 

value of work and self discipline for their clients/students.  Sadly we are not even close to scratching the 

surface of what is befalling the United States as well as the whole globe.  

From sjbes' beginnings, our focus was on serving the "high risk" population of adolescents for the 

purpose of increasing their success at school, in the community and at home. The high percentage of 

our population fell into the range of being mentally/emotionally handicap. If these student's were given 

the right supports they'd perform to the best of their ability.  What was most revealing were the factors 

which identified this "high risk" population. Ironically in time, we began to see a correlation with that of 

America's homeless. The high percentage of those who were living on the streets were in the range of 

being mentally/emotionally disabled. Yet now beginning in 2011, sjbes' understanding of homelessness 

has again been expanded. 

When I was in Italy 2011 for a foundation/charity fair for non-profits such as ours (Global Charities 

Invitational), we were given many global issues to discern in preparation for making team presentations 

from the perspective of our organization's vision to a panel of potential worldwide philanthropists in 

hopes of winning monetary support for our mission.  The increasing homeless issue was just one of such 

issues staged on our behalf.  In the process of our team's discernment in preparation for our 

presentation on this issue, I became so overwhelmed by the truth of this heinous political, economic, 

social and emotional catastrophic dilemma that I fell into turmoil with 'fight or flight' fatigue.  It was 

here that the concept of homeless not only included the mentally/physically handicapped which I was 

well prepared, but now the high percentage of the population incorporated the politically, economically 

and social marginalized who I had not been prepared to deal with using my prior educational training 

and experience.  My insignificant being including my intellectual limitations was so overtaxed with this 

expansion that it forced me to recognize for the very first time in my life that our human knowledge is 

not capable of resolving this exponentially increasing dilemma befalling not only the European nations 

but would be and is now hitting America.   

Literally, I am now at the mercy of God.  As the 'faith of our youth' had taught us, it is our sins (mine, 

yours, ours and theirs) that cause dis-equlibrium, dis-order, dis-ease, dis-aster, pain and death, not only 

over the two feet in which we stand, or over the environment in which we live and breathe, but over the 

whole world.  Where there is sin, there is evil, but you and I know from the 'faith of our youth' that 

where there is sin, there is too an abundance of Grace.   

Just think, if the world's population is approximately 7 billion people in sin then consider the implication 

of the imperious danger this presents to us and to the whole world. There will be no escaping no matter 

how healthy, intelligent, wealthy, and armed one may be.  There will be no place to hide or escape from 

this impending evil.  This will affect all living and non-living things in the past, in the present and will be 

in the future.  If not already complicated, this ordeal intensifies with the notion that man no longer 



believes in or recognizes the one true God, and for the many who still do, many have become 

imprisoned in their own nearsightedness while they point to sin outside of themselves (never seeing it 

on the inside of themselves), and therefore nulifing his/her ability to confront SIN 'donning sack cloth 

and ashes.  We are (ALL MANKIND) in a heap of trouble the innocent will go down with the evil ones.   

What does this say to me?   Since I choose to be 'poor in Spirit', I have no where else to go except to 

continue with sjbes' Mission –School, Support and Sanctuary, as its director, while continuing to seek 

Holy Grace with all my strength over the two feet in which I stand by Our Mother of God's Holy Church... 

as I use Her Holy Weapon – Her Rosary -and pray, pray, pray for the conversion of Earth's heart before 

the hour becomes too dark. 

If mankind would only realize how sin prevents God's Divine Love from encompassing their beings – 

heart, mind and soul – while it sabotages their peace, joy and happiness all the while enslaving them to 

the world.   

God's only requirement for encompassing man's being with HIS Divine Love is that man live in a state of 

Holy Grace and asks that man love HIM.  Now this is what I call a true LOVE Story.                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 

So may all mankind choose to love God unconditionally with all their strength – heart, mind and soul. 

Happy New Year Chris, 

Peace and Love be with you and all your loved ones, now and forever.  I extend to you the full blessings 

from the United Hearts of Divine and Holy Love of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.   

 

I'll see you in my prayers at the foot of HIS Holy Cross. 

Holly 

sjbes'    

 

PS.  Go to this site for sjbes' Presents I:  Deus Intencio   You'll need time and discipline to watch.  It is 

approximately 1:45:00 long.  Use it to meditate and pray.  It should be a review of all that you remember 

about God's salvation history from the 'faith of your youth'.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3exb6bSoLvo    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3exb6bSoLvo

